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ABSTRACT
We present very high resolution (0.32 km s~1) spectra of interstellar Na I D1, D2, and Ca II K absorp-

tion toward HD 28497 obtained with the UltraÈHigh-Resolution Facility at the 3.9 m Anglo-Australian
Telescope. The star is located in projection in a highly disturbed interstellar region close to a number of
identiÐed features including the high galactic latitude molecular cloud MBM 20, the large Orion-
Eridanus shell, seen in Ha and H I 21 cm maps, and a Ðlamentary loop structure between vLSR \ [12
and [4 km s~1 in the Berkeley H I 21 cm survey and visible on the IRAS 100 km map.

Toward HD 28497 we detect 13 absorption components in the Na I spectra, to a column density limit
of 2] 1010 cm~2, and 10 in Ca II K over a velocity range of D70 km s~1. Four absorption components
in the Na I spectra show s-resolved hyperÐne structure with b-values from 0.31 to 0.40 km s~1 and
column densities from 4.0 to 14] 1010 cm~2. If we assume the clouds represented by these components
have no internal turbulent velocities, their temperatures would range between 134 and 227 K. One of
these hyperÐne split (hfs) components, at km s~1, shows signiÐcant temporal variation invLSR \ [11.1
equivalent width compared to earlier (1977) observations, making this the Ðrst interstellar sight line
outside the Vela supernova remnant to show a time-varying component. The feature may be associated
with the Ðlamentary loop structure seen in this region.

There is poor correspondence between the Na I and Ca II proÐles : we do not detect narrow Ca II

proÐles to the four hfs Na I components, and only three of the well-resolved components have the same
Ca II and Na I radial velocities and consistent b-values. One of these components, at kmvLSR\ [30.0
s~1, has a low Na I/Ca II ratio and arises in a region where turbulent motions dominateÈproperties
consistent with the hypothesis that the cloud lies close to HD 28497. In general, however, the Na I and
Ca II occupy di†erent gaseous phases in the ISM.

We have compared our data with 21 cm emission proÐles obtained from the recent Leiden/Dwingeloo
H I survey. Based on agreement in the velocities, the Na I/Ca II ratio, and the kinetic temperatures, we
conclude that the component at km s~1 is associated with the front side of the large,vLSR\ [7.5
expanding Orion-Eridanus shell. Unexpectedly, the molecular cloud MBM 20 is not detected either in
our absorption spectra or in the H I proÐles, indicating that HD 28497 lies away from the core of MBM
20.

Apart from the two features at [11 and [7.5 km s~1 there is almost no agreement between the H I

proÐles and the optical spectra. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that most of the H I lies
behind the star, this explanation seems unlikely because many of the H I features have previously been
attributed to foreground phenomena. The beam sizes of the H I and the optical studies are quite di†er-
ent and this suggests a di†erent explanation, namely that the physical sizes of the interstellar structures
we detect in Na I and Ca II are not extensive enough to be detected in H I. If so, this raises questions
about the usefulness in general of combining results obtained from H I 21 cm studies with results
obtained from optical (or ultraviolet) studies of the interstellar gas.
Subject headings : atomic data È ISM: abundances È ISM: kinematics and dynamics È

stars : individual (HD 28497)

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we present results from a new spectroscopic
study of interstellar gas toward HD 28497. This star at

and is located in projection close tol\ 208¡.8 b \ [37¡.4
the edge of a dense IRAS 100 km emission core associated
with the high galactic latitude cloud MBM 20 (Magnani,
Blitz, & Mundy and one purpose in1985 ; Penprase 1993),
studying this sight line was to probe the di†use molecular
cloud speciÐcally associated with the IR cirrus. The star is

1 On leave from Physics Department, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
Troy, NY 12180.

known to exhibit a complex interstellar spectrum, and pre-
vious optical studies have included Na I, at a velocity
resolution of 0.9 km s~1, and Ca II, at a velocity resolution
of D15 km s~1 York, & Hobbs hereafter(Shull, 1977 ;

also studied these lines, at a velocitySYH). Penprase (1993)
resolution of 3.5 km s~1. The Na I absorption line spectrum
was shown to consist of four major velocity components
with substantial column density variations that appear to
be correlated with cloud velocity, according to &Shull
York who reported on ultraviolet observations of(1977),
the star made with the Copernicus satellite. Molecular
hydrogen is also detected at two di†erent velocities toward
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HD 28497. As we shall show, at our resolution the sight line
is considerably more complicated than revealed previously.
Despite the additional complexity, the clouds have small
equivalent widths and are well resolved to allow very
precise measurements of the column densities and b-values.

HD 28497 (\SAO 149674 \ DU Eri \ HR 1423 \ 28
Eri) is classiÐed as a normal emission-line Be star with spec-
tral type B2V:ne, V \ 5.6, and v sin i\ 230 km s~1

The IRAS infrared excess for HD 28497 at(Slettebak 1982).
12 and 25 km was shown by Feast, & CatchpoleWhitelock,

to lie in the range expected for normal Be star free-(1989)
free excesses. The star is known to vary both optically and
in the near-IR et al. et al. a(Ashok 1984 ; Whitelock 1989),
signature of Be stars. The distance to HD 28497 is not well
determined ; reports that the star has spectralLesh (1968)
peculiarities but nevertheless assigns an approximate ofM

v5.60 from the calibration for normal stars and obtains a
distance of 465 pc, while assigned a dis-Penprase (1993)
tance of 740 pc with an uncertainty of a factor 2. The radial
velocity (heliocentric) for the star has been determined to be
]12 km s~1 by & Biggs which corresponds to aAbt (1972)

of [5.7 km s~1.vLSRAs we mentioned earlier, we expected to use the star to
probe gas associated with MBM 20. The region around this
high-latitude cloud has been extensively mapped in
CO(1] 0) et al. in OH and CH by(Magnani 1985), Sandell
et al. in by et al. in CO(2] 1) by(1981), H2CO Goss (1980),

Vries et al. and in C18O by Inde (1984), Liljestrom (1991).
all these molecular transitions, the MBM 20 cloud is found
to have a ranging between ]0.02 to ]0.8 km s~1.vLSRMBM 20 has a central condensation in CO, and a nebulous
object found close to the CO(1] 0) peak has previously
been suggested to be a T Tauri or Herbig Ae/Be star, from
its association with the nebulosity et al.(Sandell 1981).
Although at high galactic latitude, the distance to MBM 20
is estimated to be only 100È130 pc so that(Penprase 1992),
its height above the galactic plane is less than 80 pc. The
spectroscopic class and distance of the object discovered by

et remain to be established. However, HD 28497Sandell al.
clearly lies beyond MBM 20.

HD 28497 also lies in projection within the Orion-
Eridanus bubble, a large expanding shell (radius \ 140 pc,
expansion velocity\ 15È23 km s~1) of ionized (Ha) emit-
ting and neutral (H I) gas, located between 160¡\ l\ 240¡
and [60¡ \ b \ 0¡ & Ogden Further, the(Reynolds 1979).
star lies close to a 21 cm loop structure visible at vLSR D
[11 km s~1 on the Berkeley H I survey maps &(Heiles
Habing This H I feature has been studied by1974). Taylor,
Taylor, & Vaile and by & Mattila(1982) Liljestrom (1988)
and has been tentatively interpreted as gas associated with
MBM 20. The Eridanus X-ray enhancement, a large and
striking feature in the soft X-ray sky, consists of two com-
ponents et al. and one of the components(Burrows 1993)
(EXE-2, at l\ 210¡ and b \ [43¡) and seen only in the 14keV data lies close to the sight line of HD 28497. The pres-
ence of Ha Ðlaments, the H I loop, the expanding H I shell,
the enhanced soft X-ray emission, and the star-forming
MBM molecular cloud in the region, all point to a complex
line of sight (see Fig. 9b, et al. andBurrows 1993, Brown,
Hartmann, & Burton 1995).

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

HD 28497 was observed on 1994 January 23 and 24 using
the UHRF et al. at the coude� focus of the 3.9(Diego 1995)

m Anglo-Australian Telescope. The conÐguration of the
spectrograph was set to give close to the highest achievable
resolution, namely, R\ 938,000^ 15,000 or 0.32 km s~1.
We used the 35 slice image slicer at the(Diego 1993)
entrance aperture in an observing strategy similar to that
described by et al. for their Ca II observationsBarlow (1995)
for f Oph. We masked the image slicer down to give 18
slices on the detector which allowed for the simultaneous
detection of the interorder background on either side of the
stellar spectrum.

The detector was a blue-coated Thompson CCD (1024 by
1024 pixel format) with a pixel size of 19] 19 microns,
corresponding to 0.0025 or 0.13 km s~1 in the dispersionÓ
direction. The width of each individual slice produced by
the image slicer is about 30 pixels, and the 18 slices Ðlled
over half the detector format. The order background Ðlled
the remainder. The entire CCD was read out with 8 times
binning in the direction perpendicular to the dispersion.

The instrumental set-up gave a wavelength coverage of
2.5 requiring separate exposures for each of the Na I DÓ,
lines and for Ca II K. Individual exposures were normally of
1200 s duration, and the total integration times were 60
minutes for D1, 40 minutes for D2, and 78.3 minutes for
Ca II K. We used two di†erent grating settings for the Ca II

K lines so only the central part of this spectrum (in the
range between [80 and 0 km s~1 LSR) has the full integra-
tion. The seeing was measured to be 1.2 arcsec on both
nights. Comparison exposures using a Th-Ar lamp were
used to establish the wavelength scale and showed that the
plate scale is linear with wavelength over the 2.5 coverageÓ

et al. Measurements of the 6328.160 stabil-(Barlow 1995). Ó
ized He-Ne laser line taken during the observing run con-
Ðrmed that we achieved a resolution of 0.32 km s~1
(FWHM).

Individual integrations were combined after cosmic-ray
events and the interorder background had been removed. A
scattered light correction of 3.5% was applied to the data,
derived from observations of a highly saturated D line in a
di†erent star (HD 24263) recorded during the same period.
The spectra were normalized by Ðts of straight lines to sec-
tions without telluric or interstellar absorption. Telluric
absorptions around the D line region were removed by
dividing by a UHRF telluric template spectrum of a Eri,
which was rescaled so that the optical depth of its individual
telluric features matched those of unblended telluric lines in
the spectra. Rest wavelengths in air of 5895.9234 for D1,Ó
5889.9512 for D2, and 3933.663 for Ca II K wereÓ Ó
adopted from The normalized spectra areMorton (1991).
shown in The signal-to-noise ratios derived fromFigure 1.
the rms Ñuctuation in the continuum are 60 for D1, 30 for
D2, and for Ca II K, 30 for km s~1 and 20 forvLSR \ 0

km s~1.vLSR [ 0
We used the method of proÐle Ðtting developed by Welty,

Hobbs, & Kulkarni to derive the properties of the(1994)
individual interstellar clouds. The essential assumptions are
that each cloud is homogeneous and can be described by a
column density N, radial velocity v, and a Gaussian line of
sight velocity dispersion characterized by the line width
parameter where is the rmsb \ (2KT

k
/m] 2v

t
2)1@2, v

t(Gaussian) turbulent velocity along the line of sight. The
intrinsic line proÐles were calculated assuming a minimum
number of velocity components and were then convolved
with the instrumental response. The three parameters (N, v,
b) for each cloud were then determined by an iterative, non-
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FIG. 1.ÈNormalized spectra of Na I and Ca II toward HD 28497
obtained at 0.32 km s~1 resolution. Note the four prominent narrow Na I

clouds showing hyperÐne splitting and numerous broad clouds in this
species and in Ca II. The di†erence between the Na I and Ca II K proÐles
are striking. A 13 component model has been Ðtted to Na I data and the
individual components (dashed lines) as well as the integrated Ðt (solid lines)
are shown. A 10 component model has been Ðtted to the Ca II K line.

linear, least-square Ðt to the observed proÐle. The model
Ðtting revealed 13 di†erent velocity components for Na I D
lines. In Ðtting the Ca II K line we started with the 13
component D line model and then made modiÐcations
through trial and error. The narrow Na I components do

not have Ca II counterparts so these were removed from the
model. However, at least some of the broader Ca II features
appear to be common with Na I, although their b-values are
often quite di†erent, and so their radial velocities were
adopted from the D-line model. We identify 13 discrete
velocity features in Na I and 10 features in Ca II K. The
parameters are listed in The Na I (N, b) values areTable 1.
an average of the values of Na I D1 and D2 lines. The errors
for the Na I were calculated based on the Ñuctuations from
this average value. For the case of the Ca II proÐles, errors,
were computed by determining an extreme range of (N, b)
values which gave Ðts that were within the N/S values at
every point on the observed proÐles. The Ðtted proÐles are
shown as solid lines in while the dashed linesFigure 1,
represent the contribution from each individual component.
The total column density derived from model Ðtting is
10.4] 1011 cm~2 for Na I and 13.2] 1011 atoms cm~2 for
Ca II.

We have compared our Na I D2 and Ca II K proÐles with
those obtained by for D2 and by forSYH Hobbs (1984)
Ca II K in quoted their resolution to be 0.9Figure 2. SYH
km s~1 ; however, their achieved resolution must have been
lower, otherwise hyperÐne splitting should have been
resolved in their study. The Ca II K line proÐles show good
agreement, even though resolution is 5.5 kmHobbsÏs (1984)
s~1 and our data are at a lower signal-to-noise ratio ; our
total equivalent width is 114^ 7 compared with 135mÓ

from For Na I D2, bearing in mind thatmÓ Hobbs (1984).
the PEPSIOS data do not resolve hyperÐne splitting, and
that did not remove telluric absorption, the proÐleSYH
agreement is again reasonable. The di†erence near vLSR\
[31.5 km s~1 could be due to the presence of a strong
telluric feature while the signiÐcant change for the [11.1
km s~1 feature (component 9) is probably due to temporal
variation in this cloud (see The total equivalent° 3.1.1).
width for all the D2 components from our study is 167 mÓ
compared to 187 from and these are consistentmÓ SYH,
measures bearing in mind that did not remove telluricSYH
absorption. For the narrow Na I velocity components, our
internal velocity uncertainty is 0.1 km s~1, based on the
comparison between D2 and D1. A comparison with the

TABLE 1

MODEL FIT PARAMETERS TO THE NA I D AND CA II K LINES

Na I Ca II

Vlsr N(1011)a ba Vlsr N(1011)a ba
COMPONENT (km s~1) (cm~2) (km s~1) (km s~1) (cm~2) (km s~1)

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [47.0 0.13a 1.0b
2 . . . . . . . . . . . [44.1 0.40a 1.8a [44.8 0.64a 1.1b
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [42.3 0.21a 0.8a
4 . . . . . . . . . . . [29.9 1.61a 4.6a [30.0 6.31a 4.6b

*5 . . . . . . . . . . . [24.5 1.7 : 1.5 : [24.5 1.4 : 3.5 :
6 . . . . . . . . . . . [23.9 0.98a 0.32a

*7 . . . . . . . . . . . [20.9 0.24c 1.4c [20.7 0.7 : 3.5 :
*8 . . . . . . . . . . . [12.1 0.2 : 1 : [11.9 0.2 : 2.5 :
9 . . . . . . . . . . . [11.1 0.63a 0.31a

10 . . . . . . . . . . . [7.5 1.06a 2.8a [7.7 0.57a 2.1b
11 . . . . . . . . . . . [0.2 0.99a 5.0a
12 . . . . . . . . . . . ]3.1 1.44a 0.37a ]3.0 2.33a 5.7a
*13 . . . . . . . . . ]10.7 0.4 : 3 :
14 . . . . . . . . . . . ]13.2 0.41a 0.40a ]12.5 0.76a 1.8b
*15 . . . . . . . . . ]20.0 0.35 : 2.5 :

NOTE.È* Component not well resolved in the spectra.
a (a) error \ 10%; (b) error 10 to 30%; (c) error [ 30%. See : uncertain, component° 2.

very weak or badly blended.
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FIG. 2.ÈThe top panel shows the H I proÐle at position 5 (see Table 3).
Compare this to the Na I D2 and the Ca II K absorption proÐle shown in
the middle and lower panels, respectively. Note that except for the broad
[7.5 km s~1 component, the H I proÐle shows no common component
with the Na D2 spectra. The middle panel shows a comparison of our Na I

D2 AAT UHRF proÐle (solid line) with Na I D2 spectrum (dots) of Shull,
York, & Hobbs The D2 proÐles di†er in two ways : (1) the(1977 ; SYH).
prominent feature at [11.1 km s~1 is absent in (shown by an arrow)SYH
and we suggest in that this is due to a temporal variation of the total° 3.1.1
equivalent width of the cloud and indicates the presence of a small-scale
structure. The mismatch in proÐles near [31 km s~1 may be due to a
prominent telluric absorption that we have removed from our data but was
not removed by The lower panel shows the excellent agreementSYH.
between our Ca II K spectrum and that of (dots).Hobbs (1984)

PEPSIOS proÐle shows the following agreement : for the
[24.5 km s~1 feature obtained [24.7 km s~1 ; for theSYH
]3.1 km s~1 feature obtained ]3.9 km s~1 ; and forSYH
the ]13.2 km s~1 feature obtained ]15.1 km s~1SYH
suggesting a small plate-scale change. Our D1 and D2
velocities are very consistent internally, indicating the error
may arise in the lower resolution data.SYH

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The morphology of the Na I absorption proÐle and the
striking di†erences between this proÐle and that of Ca II are
the immediate and remarkable features of the spectra
toward HD 28497 and merit a few general remarks. Clearly,
the very high resolution of the UHRF is revealing directly
the actual widths of the absorption lines and, thereby, is
providing a cabability to characterize di†erent physical
domains of the ISM. With the UHRF we are now detecting
di†erent components of the di†use ISM, such as cold
neutral clouds, or warm intercloud gas. We can determine
physical parameters such as temperatures and turbulence,
and investigate the coexistence of di†erent species within
the di†erent components. Also, we have the potential to

make very precise measurements of depletion levels and
abundancesÈprovided overlapping velocity components
and saturation e†ects do not interfere.

The data lend themselves to interpretation in the context
of the & Ostriker three-phase model of theMcKee (1977)
ISM in which the neutral ISM is contained in clouds with
cold dense cores (the cold neutral medium, CNM) with den-
sities n D 10È1000 cm~3 and T D 80 K and which are
enveloped by a tenuous warm medium (T D 8000 K) with
both neutral (WNM) and ionized (WIM) parts. The hot
ionized environment at T D 5 ] 105 K forms the back-
ground medium in which the other two phases are embed-
ded. Most of the mass of the ISM is in clouds, both cold and
warm, which have small volume-Ðlling factors.

3.1. T he Optical Spectra
Toward HD 28497, we Ðnd that the Na I components fall

into two groups. There are four narrow components (CNM
clouds) which show s-resolved & Mack(McNutt 1963)
hyperÐne structure, superposed on an undulating back-
ground of broad and poorly resolved absorption features
(WNM or WIM clouds). Overall, we have identiÐed 13 Na I

velocity components over an LSR velocity range from [50
to ]20 km s~1, and their positions are shown as tick marks
above the Na I D1 proÐle in Figure 1.

For the case of the four hfs lines (components 6, 9, 12, and
14), the best-Ðtting b-values range from 0.31 to 0.40 km s~1.
In the absence of turbulence, these b-values correspond to
kinetic temperatures between 134 and 227 K. These tem-
peratures are upper limits since any turbulent motions
would also contribute to the measured b-values. In ° 3.1.2
we argue that turbulent velocity contributions may indeed
be present, based on a comparison with kinetic temperature
values established from measurements. The column den-H2sities of these four components range from 4 to 14 ] 1010
cm~2. For the broader features, the best-Ðtting b-values
range from 0.8 to 5 km s~1, although typical values are in
the range from 1.5 to 3 km s~1, and the column densities are
in the range from 2 to 50 ] 1010 cm~2. We point out that
the model Ðt to these broad and poorly deÐned interstellar
components is a plausible Ðt but by no means the only one
possible. Probably there are additional and weaker features
that we are missing but which higher S/N would reveal.

As we have mentioned already, at a Ðrst glance of Figure
there is not a good match between the Na I and the Ca II1,

absorption proÐlesÈsuggesting a poor correspondence
between the two species. Narrow Ca II counterparts [i.e.,
b(Ca I)] to the four hfs clouds are not detected,II) [ b(Na
which is consistent with the view that these are cold neutral
clouds. On the other hand, a close comparison of the Ca II

and Na I proÐles shows six components with the same
velocities within the resolution of the spectra : these are
components 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, and 12. Three of these com-
ponents, 5, 7, and 8, are blended features in both Ca II and
Na I. They have b(Ca II) [ b(Na I) which suggests the species
do not coexist directly in the same clouds. If the species are
associated in the same interstellar region, then the Ca II

absorption could represent the WIM around the WNM of
Na I. However, because of the severe blending in these
clouds, we must consider the b-values as very uncertain and
this conclusion very tentative for these particular com-
ponents.

The other three components (4, 10, and 12) are relatively
free of line blending. Component 4, at [30 km s~1, is the
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strongest feature in the Ca II proÐle, and has the same
b-value (4.6 km s~1) for both Ca II and Na I. If we allow that
in this case we have detected the coexistence of Ca II and
Na I in the same environment, then the large and similar
b-value implies that this cloud is dominated by turbulence
and is a WNM environment. In we suggest that this° 3.1.2
component may be located near the star. Component 10 is a
relatively weak and broad feature in both Na I and Ca II

and is plausibly a WNM cloud. The Ca II b-value is smaller
than Na I by a factor of 1.3, indicating that the region may
be dominated by thermal broadening (the corresponding
kinetic temperature would be D10,800 K). As we discuss in

this component has an H I counterpart with a width° 3.2.1,
consistent to the optical species. Component 12 consists of a
hyperÐne-resolved Na I and a broad Ca II. In this interesting
case we propose that the Ca II absorption arises from the
WIM component surrounding the CNM Na I, and where
any corresponding CNM Ca II (which would be depleted on
grains) is masked by broader intercloud Ca II. A similar
situation was found by et al. for some of theBarlow (1995)
clouds towards Zeta Ophiuchi.

Finally, we note that the weak, hfs Na I feature at 13.2 km
s~1, component 14, has a velocity di†erence of [0.7 km s~1
to a possible Ca II counterpart. Although this is a larger
velocity di†erence than the other cases, the component may
be another example, like component 12, of a CNM Na I

core associated with warmer intercloud Ca II absorption.

3.1.1. T he [11.1 km s~1 Component : Evidence for Variability

One of the most striking results of our new observation is
the clear detection of a strong hfs-resolved Na I component
at [11.1 km s~1 (component 9) which is absent in the
earlier observations of see the middle panel ofSYH, Figure

The component we detect at [11.1 km s~1 has an equiv-2.
alent width of 10.7^ 0.8 (2 p errors), while the verymÓ
weak feature at the same velocity in the spectrum obtained
by is 1.7 ^ 1.5 (which is barely signiÐcant at the 2SYH mÓ
p level).

To our knowledge, there are only two other reported
cases of comparable temporal variation in the strength of
interstellar (as opposed to circumstellar) absorption lines.
These are toward HD 72127 Wallerstein & Hu(Hobbs,

et al. and HD 72089 & Sembach1982 ; Hobbs 1991) (Danks
both of which lie behind the Vela supernova remnant1995),

where small, fast moving clumps of material might be
expected to intercept the line of sight. In the case of HD
28497 there is less reason to expect such spectacular line
proÐle variations. We have considered two possible expla-
nations, one circumstellar and one interstellar, as follows.

Given that HD 28497 has an IR excess, a circumstellar
origin for this component seems at Ðrst sight the most
plausible explanation for the spectral variability. However,
this suggestion is weakened by the large velocity di†erence
between this component ([11.1 km s~1) and the stellar
LSR radial velocity of [5.7 km s~1. Moreover, both the
extreme narrowness (b \ 0.31 km s~1), and relatively high
Na I/Ca II ratio [N(Na I)/N(Ca II) [ 4.5] of this component
indicate an origin in cold unshocked material in which there
is signiÐcant calcium depletion onto grain surfaces. Such
conditions are more likely to be met in the cold interstellar
medium than in the immediate vicinity of a Be star such as
HD 28497.

As already noted, the line of sight to HD 28497 intercepts
the expanding Orion-Eridanus shell, which &Reynolds

Ogden have intercepted as a possible supernova(1979)
remnant. Further, as discussed in the line of sight° 3.2.2,
passes close to an H I/IR Ðlamentary structure and so might
be expected to sample swept-up material with a high
tangential velocity. We note that there is a di†erence
between the variable component discussed here and those
toward HD 72127 ; the latter had low Na I/Ca II ratios,
indicative of shocked material in which Ca has been
removed from the surfaces of grains (as would be expected
for a supernova remnant or shocked gas in a Ðlament),
while the [11.1 km s~1 component toward HD 28497 has
a high value for the ratio. On the other hand, the [11.1 km
s~1 component may be closer to the case of the ]104 km
s~1 component toward HD 72089 which, as discussed by

& showed a greater increase in theDanks Sembach,
strength of Na I (at least a factor of 4) than in Ca II (a factor
of 2.5) over a 10 yr period. In any case, if the [11.1 km s~1
component toward HD 28497 does arise in the Orion-
Eridanus shell, then the feature must be a cold clump of gas
in which most of the calcium atoms have remained (or been
readsorbed) on the surfaces of interstellar grains.

Of these two possible explanations, we propose that an
interstellar origin is the more likely, with the variable [11.1
km s~1 component arising in a small, cold clump of inter-
stellar gas associated either with the Ðlamentary H I struc-
ture or the near side of the Orion-Eridanus shell. We
recommend continued monitoring of the interstellar spec-
trum of this star, in the hope that the detection of additional
line-proÐle changes will provide further clues to the origin
of this component.

3.1.2. Comparison with Copernicus Data

From the Copernicus observations of & YorkShull
the absorption proÐle toward HD 28497 was shown(1977),

to have two prominent features at [31.5 and [1.5 km s~1,
termed components A and B, respectively. An excitation
temperature of 182 K for the B component and greater than
300 K for the A component were inferred from the relative
populations of the J \ 0 and J \ 1 rotational levels of the
ground vibrational state of The velocity resolution ofH2.the Copernicus data is D14 km s~1, and the absolute wave-
length scale is accurate to ^2 km s~1, making the associ-
ation of their B component (with K) to our Na IT

k
D 182

component 12 at ]3.1 km s~1 (with K) Ðrm. ThisT
k
D 190

provides a unique identiÐcation of warm H I gas containing
G. York private As the andH2 (D. communication). H2Na I coexist in the same CNM, we conclude that there is no

turbulent broadening contribution to the observed Na I line
width for this component.

More typically, kinetic temperature measurements
obtained from studies result in values that are smallerH2than the corresponding values determined from the Na I

line widths, even for the hfs-resolved components. From H2measurements reported by et al. typicalSavage (1977),
di†use interstellar clouds have kinetic temperatures of D80
K with a range between 50 and 130 K, and our ultraÈhigh-
resolution observations could detect temperatures in this
range. Apart from component 12, the temperatures
obtained from the other hfs Na I lines are a factor of 2 or so
larger than values. This di†erence indicates that thereH2are turbulent motions within the three other Na I com-
ponents toward HD 28497.

Based on the rotational-level column density ratios of
& York estimate for component A a highH2, Shull (1977)
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value for the UV absorption rate and conclude that the
cloud is probably located within 10 pc of HD 28497. Given
the uncertainty in the Copernicus wavelength scale, we
cannot establish unambiguously whether component A is
associated with our component 4, which is a strong, broad,
WNM cloud seen in both Ca II and Na I, or component 6
which is a CNM cloud seen prominently only in Na I (where
it is hyperÐne split). (Plausibly, components 4 through 7
could be part of the same interstellar environment, even
though they are di†erent and distinct phases.) However, we
note that the low value of 0.25 for the Na/Ca ratio we
obtain for component 4, and the large b-value, could be
natural consequences of the cloud being close to the star, as
the UV Ñux and stellar wind e†ects from the star would be
substantial. The stellar ultraviolet Ñux can ionize gas-phase
Na I, and also photodesorb trapped calcium atoms from the
grain surfaces, while the stellar wind can sputter locked-up
calcium atoms from the grains & Silk(Barlow 1977 ; Barlow
1978).

Since HD 28497 is known to have a circumstellar shell,
we considered whether the [30 km s~1 component could
be associated directly with this shell. From Copernicus
studies of mass loss, & Snow found displacedLamers (1978)
Si IV absorption lines indicative of an outÑow, and Snow,
Peters, & Mathieu found evidence for a circumstellar(1979)
shell through detection of the weak shell-line of Fe III at
1131 The velocity determination for the shell is [145 kmÓ.
s~1 in the stellar rest frame, based on this single feature, and
should be regarded as uncertain. (The velocity resolution of
the data is D50 km s~1.) The [30 km s~1 component is at
roughly [35 km s~1 in the stellar rest frame and therefore
does not appear to be associated directly with the material
represented by the Fe III absorption in the shell of HD
28497. Our spectra do not cover the [145 km s~1 LSR
region.

We attempted to match other interstellar species from
Copernicus high-resolution data (D14 km s~1) with our
optical data. However, the absorption proÐles measured by

& York are complex (hardly surprising in lightShull (1977)
of our UHRF data) and have a highly uncertain wavelength
zero point. No useful comparisons, apart from the pre-
viously mentioned comparison, could be made. We shallH2attempt to obtain HST GHRS data toward HD 28497 later
in 1996.

3.2. H I 21 cm Observations and Comparison with
Optical Data

Large-scale mapping of H I in the Orion-Eridanus Ðeld,
including the region around HD 28497, was carried out Ðrst
by & Habing using an angular resolution ofHeiles (1974),
30@, a velocity resolution of 2 km s~1, and a beam separa-
tion of for most cases. More detailed maps of theD0¡.3

distribution of neutral hydrogen and gas Ñow velocities for
the region (2¡ ] 2¡) around and including the dark cloud
L1642, which includes MBM 20, were made by et al.Taylor

summarizes all the previous H I observations(1982). Table 2
made toward this region and lists details of the observations
in order to facilitate comparisons.

We have obtained H I 21 cm data from the Galactic
survey made with the Dwingeloo 25 m telescope (Hartmann

& Burton for the region around HD1994 ; Hartmann 1995)
28497 in the velocity range [100 km s~1 to ]100 km s~1.
The telescope beam width used was 36@ and the mean sensi-
tivity of the data is about 0.07 K. The velocity resolution of
these proÐles is 1.03 km s~1. Details of the observations and
data reduction procedures can be obtained from the two
references mentioned above.

shows H I line proÐles at nine positions spacedFigure 3
apart and clustered around HD 28497. We have Ðtted0¡.5

Gaussian proÐles to the H I data and estimated velocities
and column densities for the individual line components
which are listed in along with their positions.Table 3
Column densities were estimated using equation (8-57) from

& Binney assuming that the material isMihalas (1981),
optically thin and has a spin temperature of 100 K. We have
compared our H I proÐles to other published proÐles, e.g.,

et al. at (l, &Taylor (1982) b) \ (210¡.8, [36¡.7), Liljestrom
Mattila at the same position, Blitz, & Magnani(1988) Gir,

at the position of MBM 20 which is(1994)
(l, and the proÐle published byb) \ (210¡.8, [36¡.6),

et al. at the position of HD 28497, and weLockman (1986)
obtain velocities that are consistent with these other data.

As can be seen from there are large variations inFigure 3,
line strength from proÐle to proÐle. The overall velocity
range of H I is similar to that found for the optical species,
namely from [50 km s~1 to ]30 km s~1, but individual
features do not match up well. HD 28497 is located approx-
imately between the two beams centered at positions 4 and
5 but does not fall within the FWHM of either. Figure 4
shows the position of HD 28497 with respect to the nine H I

measurements.
The top panel of shows the H I proÐle at posi-Figure 2

tion 5 and the middle and lower panels show the Na D2 and
Ca II K absorption proÐles, respectively. The H I proÐle can
be Ðtted by four Gaussian components : a broad component
at [22.6 km s~1, and three relatively narrow components
at [7.4, 6.6, and 12.2 km s~1. The most important conclu-
sion to emerge from this comparison is that with the excep-
tion of the [7.4 km s~1 component, the H I components do
not seem to have Na I or Ca II counterparts at coincident
velocities. We have further checked this as follows : we com-
puted expected H I column densities for the four narrow hfs
components using the observed relationship between N(H I)
and N(Na I) The N(H I) range from(Hobbs 1984).

TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF PUBLISHED H I OBSERVATIONS

Beam Size Velocity Resonance Grid
Authors (arcmin) (km s~1) Spacing

Heiles & Habing 1974 . . . . . . . . . . 30 2 15@ in l
30@ in b

Taylor et al. 1982 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 0.2 5@È15@
Liljestrom & Mattila 1988 . . . . . . 9 0.42 and 1.69 4@.5È9@
Gir et al. 1994 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 0.52 10@È20@
Hartmann & Burton 1995 . . . . . . 36 1.03 0¡.5
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TABLE 3

MODEL FIT PARAMETERS TO THE H I LINE PROFILES

Position l, b Velocity (km s~1) FWHM (km s~1) N(H I) 1019 cm~2

1 . . . . . . . . 209¡.0, [37¡.0 [31.9 21.2 3.1
[8.5 4.7 5.0

2.8 34.7 13.5
14.2 11.1 8.3

2 . . . . . . . . 208¡.5, [37¡.0 [28.5 26.2 4.5
[6.7 11.5 5.1
12.6 14.5 15.8
29.6 19.6 0.7

3 . . . . . . . . 208¡.0, [37¡.0 [24.7 38.9 4.2
[3.3 14.2 4.2
10.7 10.3 7.2
14.7 15.9 9.5

4 . . . . . . . . 209¡.0, [37¡.5 [8.3 49.7 15.2
[8.8 4.3 5.0

6.7 2.9 2.1
12.1 14.1 10.9

5 . . . . . . . . 208¡.5, [37¡.5 [22.6 45.7 5.9
[7.4 9.6 3.5

6.6 2.6 1.4
12.2 15.5 16.0

6 . . . . . . . . 208¡.0, [37¡.5 [11.3 43.4 24.0
10.4 9.5 5.8
15.1 11.9 7.4

7 . . . . . . . . 209¡.0, [38¡.0 [8.9 4.7 5.4
[4.0 44.6 20.5

7.7 4.4 9.2
11.7 9.8 8.3

8 . . . . . . . . 208¡.5, [38¡.0 [0.8 38.1 18.8
7.8 4.1 11.1

12.1 9.7 9.2
9 . . . . . . . . 208¡.0, [38¡.0 2.9 38.8 14.0

7.9 3.5 6.7
11.6 10.6 14.7

0.9] 1019 to 1021 cm~2. Using the above N values and
corresponding b-values, we constructed synthetic Gaussian
proÐles at the Na I velocities and found that in all four cases
the corresponding H I components would have been
detected.

FIG. 4.ÈThe position of HD 28497 with respect to the positions of the
beams for the nine H I observations is shown. The star does not fall exactly
into any of the nine beams and the closest is position 5.

There are three plausible reasons why the H I velocities
do not match the Na I and Ca II velocities and we may have
a combination of these reasons : Ðrst, the H I line has a
larger intrinsic line width compared to Na I and Ca II ;
second, most of the H I emission is coming from beyond
HD 28497 ; and third, the H I beam size being much larger
than the beam size of the absorption measurements means
that contributions from weak components having small
angular extent can be lost among the general emission.

3.2.1. T he [7.4 km s~1 Component : T he Orion-Eridanus L oop

The [7.4 km s~1 H I component (nearest our com-
ponent 10) seen in the proÐle at position 5 has a b-value of
D12 km s~1 which is approximately 4.8 times that of the
width of the Na I absorption at the same velocity. This is
what we would expect if the Na I and H I component were
physically associated and if turbulent motions were not
dominant. The temperature obtained from the Na I and H I

data is consistent with a value of D10,000 K.
The H I feature has been associated with the Orion-

Eridanus shell by & Ogden Based on theReynolds (1979).
intensity ratio between the Ha and [N II] j6584 emission
lines, these authors estimated an average T

k
\ 8000 ^ 2000

K for the entire Orion-Eridanus shell, with values ranging
between 7400 and 18,000 K. If any of optical absorption
components were indeed part of this expanding shell, we
would expect the lines to be broadened predominantly by
thermal motion, and hence the Ca line width would be
smaller than the Na line width which is what we Ðnd (Table

and discussed in The radial velocity is also consis-1 ° 3.1).
tent with the observations of & Further,Reynolds Ogden.
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the Na I/Ca II ratio for this component is 1.9, also consistent
with what would be expected for a region at D10,000 K

et al. This leads us to conclude that com-(Bertin 1993).
ponent 10 near [7.5 km s~1 seen in the H I emission
spectra and in the Na I and Ca II absorption spectra is
associated with the front of the ionized expanding Ha shell
studied by &Reynolds Ogden.

3.2.2. [11.1 km s~1 Component : T he W NM Component with H2
As discussed in we tentatively interpret the Na I° 3.1.1,

hfs component at [11.1 km s~1 to be a small cold cloud
associated either with the near side of the Orion-Eridanus
shell, as discussed above, or with the H I large-scale Ðlamen-
tary structure seen at velocities between [12 and [4 km
s~1. This H I Ðlament has been associated on morphologi-
cal grounds with a Ðlament on an IRAS 100 km map which
is o†set in position by about et al. The0¡.8 (Verschuur 1992).
Ha emission shows that the ionized hydrogen also lies in
Ðlaments which are roughly parallel to the IR and H I

Ðlaments, but o†set by 3 to 4¡. The apparent separation of
the gas and dust in the Ðlamentary structure has been tenta-
tively interpreted by these authors as due to variations in
the clumping of the gas and dust on scales smaller than the
H I and IRAS beams and to beam dilution e†ects.

3.2.3. MBM 20

From a comparison of the proÐles at the 9 positions in
the H I component of MBM 20 at D0 km s~1Figure 3,

weakens away from the core of the cloud. Close to the
position of HD 28497 (positions 4 and 5) there is no promi-
nent H I at D0 km s~1. This is consistent with the Na I and
Ca II K absorption line proÐles, which do not show any
component at this velocity. Since the absorption proÐles
toward HD 28497 do not show a feature that can be associ-
ated with MBM 20, the line of sight must pass through
clouds which are not physically associated with MBM 20.
This is supported by the lack of detection of CH and CH`
absorption toward HD 28497.(Penprase 1993)

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have made an ultraÈhigh-resolution study (D0.32 km
s~1 resolution) of interstellar absorption lines toward the
high galactic latitude star HD 28497. The main results can
be summarized as follows.

1. Thirteen individual absorption components are
detected in the Na I spectra and 10 in the Ca II K. Four Na I

clouds show s-resolved hyperÐne structure and would have
kinetic temperatures in the range 134È227 K in the absence
of turbulence. These cold, neutral phase gas clouds are not
detected in Ca II. We attribute the broader Na I and Ca II

features to warm neutral and/or warm ionized phases.
2. The narrow Na I component detected here at [11.1

km s~1 was absent in the earlier spectra of The equiv-SYH.
alent width of this component (10.7^ 0.8 is more thanmÓ)

5 times that of a barely signiÐcant feature at the same veloc-
ity in the earlier data. There seems little doubt that we have
detected signiÐcant spectral change on a timescale of less
than 20 yr. Tentatively, we attribute this component to a
dense clump of interstellar gas associated with the fore-
ground Orion-Eridanus shell or an H I Ðlament, but note
that a circumstellar origin cannot be entirely excluded.

3. Six components have the same velocities for both Na I

and Ca II within the resolution of the data, although only
three are relatively free of line blending, and we have con-
sidered whether the two species may coexist in these cases.
The [30 km s~1 component has a Ca II line width equal to
the Na I line width, so this cloud plausibly originates in a
region where turbulent motions dominate. Molecular
hydrogen may also be present in this cloud with a high
value for the UV absorption rate. The cloud has a low
Na I/Ca II ratio D0.25. All of these observations are consis-
tent with this cloud being located near HD 28497, as orig-
inally suggested by & York The [7.5 km s~1Shull (1977).
component has a Ca II line width smaller than the Na I line
width by a factor of 1.3, indicating that the region may be
dominated by thermal broadening. A corresponding H I

feature appears to be present at the same velocity and with
a b-value consistent with the optical species. A kinetic tem-
perature of D10,000 K is derived for this component which
may be associated with the front side of the large, expand-
ing Orion-Eridanus shell. The third example consists of an
hfs Na I feature associated with a broad Ca II. Here the Ca II

may arise from a WIM component surrounding the CNM
Na I, and where any corresponding CNM Ca II is masked
by the broader Ca II component.

4. One of the purposes in studying HD 28497 was to use
the star as a background probe of gas directly associated
with the high galactic latitude molecular cloud MBM 20.
However, we have not found evidence for this cloud in
either the optical spectra or in the H I emission proÐles
nearest in location to MBM 20. Nevertheless, the ultraÈ
high-resolution spectra that we have obtained provide
important data on this complex interstellar direction and
on the nature of the di†erent phases of the ISM. We plan
future observations of this star with the GHRS and STIS on
the HST to explore the ultraviolet interstellar species.
Future studies using the UHRF in this direction and others,
where the individual interstellar components are neither
saturated nor blended, will allow further insight into the
nature of the interstellar medium.
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